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Sperner Properties for Groups and Relations 
M. PouzET AND I. G. RosENBERG 
An equivalence on the family of subsets of an e-element set E is hereditary if IaI= lbl and 
l{x c;; a: x- c}I= l{x c;; b: x- c}l whenever a, b, c c E and a- b. Let w;- denote the number of 
blocks of - consisting of i-element sets. Setting e' = l! eJ we prove W0 "' · · · "' w;;; and w;"' 
w;_p for all p"' e'. The equivalence - is symmetric (is selfdual) if w; = w;_p for all p (if 
a- b¢:> E\a- E\b). We prove - is symmetric iff - is self dual. The set of blocks of - has a 
natural order with X"' Y if x c;; y for some x EX andy E Y. We study the properties of this order, 
in particular, we prove that for - symmetric the order has the strong Sperner property: for all k 
the union of the k largest levels is a maximum sized k-family (i.e. a maximum sized union of k 
antichains). For a permutation group GonE put a- 0 b if b = g(a) for some g E G. This set-orbit 
partition is symmetric and therefore the associated order has the strong Sperner property. A direct 
application proves that the following finite orders have the strong Sperner property: (a) product 
of chains (De Bruijn eta/., 1949) and (b) the initial segments of the product of two chains (Stanley, 
1980). Another consequence is that among the unlabelled graphs on n vertices the graphs with 
l!G)J edges form a maximum sized family allowing no embedding (as a subgraph) between its 
members. For a binary relation R set a-Rb if R n a2 (i.e. the restriction of R to the set a) is 
isomorphic to R n b2• This equivalence is hereditary. Its equivalence classes are essentially the 
isomorphism types of restrictions of R and the above order is the usual embedability order of 
isomorphism types. A consequence of the main result is that for a homogeneous R the order has 
the strong Sperner property. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Relations and more generally relational systems are important but still somewhat 
neglected structures. An interesting characteristic of a relation R is the ordered set of its 
finite restrictions (up to isomorphism) introduced by R. Fralsse in 1948 [7] and called 
the age of R. It is naturally stratified into levels whose sizes (Whitney numbers) form a 
sequence called a profile of R. R. Fralsse raised a number of interesting problems and 
together with his collaborators obtained some fascinating results. 
Similar problems came up independently in the study of set-orbits of permutation 
groups. Earlier results were based on special and rather advanced group theory techniques. 
In 1976 Cameron (for groups [5]) and the first author (for groups and relations [27]) 
solved certain of these problems using linear algebra methods. Recently we realized that 
these apply to a wider set of hereditary equivalences on finite subsets of E. Each block 
of such an equivalence - consists of equal sized sets sharing exactly the same number 
of subsets which belong to every other block. The blocks are naturally ordered by A~ B 
if a <;: b for some set a E A and some set b E B. The poset is called the age of -. The age 
of- is ranked into levels A; consisting of the blocks of p-subsets of E. Using elementary 
linear algebra we derive the following results. For e =lEI finite we prove the existence 
of w; = lA; I pairwise disjoint chains (in the age of -) meeting each of all the levels 
A;, ... , A;_P. It follows that the profile w;, ... , w; is non-decreasing up to the middle 
and w; does not exceed w;+~o ... , w;_p(O,;;p,;;!e). ForE infinite we show that each 
block X of p-subsets of E extends to a block q;X of (p +1)-subsets of E so that all q;X 
are pairwise distinct which entails w; ~ w;- ~ · · · The proofs give slightly stronger results 
in terms of independence of associated frequency vectors. 
In the finite case the symmetry of the profile of the age is a strong condition. We prove 
that it is equivalent to self duality of-, meaning in variance of- under complementation. 
These results are extended to partial symmetry and selfduality. More importantly it is 
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shown that the ages of profile symmetric equivalences have the strong Sperner property: 
For k>O the union of k middle levels A;;;u· · ·uA;;;+k-l with m= r!el-l!kJ is a 
maximum size union of k anti chains i.e. it yields a maximum subset of the age containing 
no (k+ I)-element chain. Weaker results are obtained in the case of partial symmetry. 
Next we show that the poset of hereditary equivalences on E ordered by inclusion is 
a complete semimodular lattice. We also consider upper and lower extensions of an 
equivalence on the at most p-element subsets of E satisfying the hereditary requirements. 
From our earlier results it follows that the poset of set orbits of a permutation group 
G (i.e. the set-orbit equivalence of G) is strongly Sperner. Looking at a few concrete 
examples we obtain the classical results for the power set of ann-set (Sperner and Erdos), 
the poset of divisors of an integer (de Bruijn et al.) and an elementary proof that the 
poset L(n, m) of the down-sets of the product of an n-chain by an m-chain is strongly 
Sperner (recently proved by Stanley by algebraic geometry methods) which also yields 
a combinatorial proof of the unimodality and symmetry of the q-binomial coefficient 
[m;"]. We prove various additional results including the fact that the set of unlabelled 
graphs on n vertices with l!G)J edges is a maximum sized family of unlabelled graphs 
on n vertices allowing no embedding (as a subgraph) between its members. 
Returning to ages of relations (or relational systems) we show that they form a proper 
subset of hereditary equivalences and give a few examples. 
Hereditary equivalences seem to be interesting objects. Their ages provide a fairly rich 
but rather special family of posets. In this sense they perhaps possess the right degree of 
generality of a mathematical object for they are neither too restrictive nor too general to 
exclude meaningful results. But, in spite of our earlier examples, in general they seem to 
be too particular to serve as generators for various posets from the literature. 
In a certain sense this paper attempts to bring together certain aspects of permutation 
groups, relation systems and posets which may be a fruitful direction. Since we are 
addressing ourselves to an audience at large, we review the necessary material and in 
general strive for a leisurely presentation. 
The paper was prepared during the first author's stay at the Centre de recherche de 
math6matiques appliquees, Universite de Montreal in 1980 and 1981 and the second 
author's visit to the Departement de Math6matiquees, Universite Claude-Bernard, Lyon 
I, in 1981. The results of this paper have been announced in [Abstracts AMS 5 (1982) 
05-265]. Finally the financial support provided by the NSERC Canada operating grant 
A-9128 and the Quebec FCAC grant E-539 is gratefully acknowledged. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For a set A and an integer h ~ 0 the symbol [At denotes the family of h-element 
subsets of A and [A] stands for the family Uh~o [At of finite subsets of A. 
Let E be a fixed nonempty universe. For an equivalence - on [E] and a, bE [E] the 
--frequency [~] of a in b is j{x £; b: x- a}j. We say that - is hereditary if Ia I= lbl and 
[~] = [~] whenever a, b, c E [E] and a- b (i.e. the blocks of- consist of equal sized sets 
and the - frequencies are invariant within the blocks). The following examples will be 
elaborated later (Sections 6, 7). 
ExAMPLE 1.1. Let R be a binary relation on E. Set a - R b if R n a 2 is isomorphic to 
R n b2 (i.e. there is a bijection a-+ b carrying the restriction of R to a onto the restriction 
of R onto b). 
ExAMPLE 1.2. Let G be a permutation group on E. Set a -a b if b = g(a) for some 
g E G. The blocks of -a are simply the set-orbits of G. 
The inclusion induces the following relation ~- on the set [E]_ of blocks of-. For 
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blocks A, B of - put A~- B if as; b for some a E A and bE B. This relation ~- on 
[E]_ is clearly reflexive. If the blocks of - consist of equal sized sets, then ~- is also 
antisymmetric. If - is hereditary, then ~ _ is a (partial) order. Indeed, if A, B, C are 
blocks of - such that a c b, b' c c for some a E A, b, b' E B and c E C, then [:'] = [:] > 0 
shows a' c b' for some a' E A proving a' c b' c c. For a hereditary equivalence - we call 
the order~- the age of-. We adopt this term because Fra"isse and his school have used 
it in the special case of- R from Example 1.1 and, besides, it is short. The age is naturally 
ranked or graded by the size of the sets in a block. Thus {0} forms the unique element 
of rank 0, the blocks of singletons have rank 1 etc. Denote by A;- the set of blocks of 
i-sets (i.e. of elements of rank i). Clearly for i > 0 each x E A;- covers at least one and at 
most i elements of A;-::_ 1• Moreover, x E A;- and y E Aj have an upper bound in some A;; 
with k~ i+ j. 
Let w;-- = IA;--1; we call w;-- the i-th Whitney number. The sequence w- = < 
w;;-, w~•... ' > is the profile of - (for - R from Example 1.1 the term goes back to 
Craig [28, p. 292]). 
The ages of - R and - 0 from Examples 1.1 and 1.2 are important features of relations 
and groups. The ages of - can also serve as source of interesting albeit rather special 
examples of ranked ordered sets. Questions concerning antichains, Whitney numbers and 
Sperner property are perhaps the appropriate questions to ask for graded ordered sets. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted exactly to these problems. To this end we need 
a theorem due to W. Kantor [20], used by P. J. Cameron [5] and independently the first 
author [27, 28]. For the reader's convenience and because it is of independent interest 
we present a new proof due to Fra"isse [10]. 
2. CoMBINATORIAL LEMMAS 
We start out by considering the characteristic (or incidence) matrix of the disjointness 
relation on [E]P. 
Let E be a finite set of cardinality e, let p be a positive integer and r the binomial 
coefficient(;). Further let M be the r x r matrix whose rows and columns are both indexed 
by P := [E]P (in the same fixed order) and for x, yEP the entry Mxy is 1 if x n y = 0 
and 0 otherwise. We start with the following: 
LEMMA 2.1. The matrix M is nonsingular for p o;;;! e and the zero matrix for p >!e. 
PROOF (Fra"isse [10]). If p>!e, then trivially Mxy=O for all x,yE[E]P (because 
x n y ;t' 0 ). Let p o;;;! e and consider a linear combination 
(1) 
ofthe rows Mx ofM with real coefficients !Lx· Considering !Lx as a 'weight' of the p-subset 
x, equation (1) says that for every p-subset y the sum of the weights of all p-sets disjoint 
from y vanishes. Fix z E P. It suffices to prove that /Lz = 0. To this end we will replace the 
weights !Lx by new 'homogeneous' weights p,~ that satisfy (1), have p,~ = /Lz and depend 
only on lx n zl (i.e. p,~ = p,~ whenever lu n zl = lv n zl). Given a permutation 1T of the base 
set E let p,; := /Ln(x) where 1r(x) denotes the image of the p-subset x of E under 1T. Now 
for each p-set y the sum p,; over all x E P disjoint from y equals the sum of all /Lu with 
u ranging over the p-sets disjoint from 1r(y), and as such vanishes. This proves that for 
each 1T the weights p,; form also a solution of ( 1 ). Denote by G the group of all p! (e- p)! 
permutations of E fixing the set z. Furthermore set 
p,~= L p,';/(p!(e-p)!) 
nEG 
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for every xE P. Being linear combinations of the JL": the new weights f.L~ also satisfy (1). 
Moreover f.L~=f.Lz in view of 7T(z)=z for all 7TEG. Next the weight f.L~ averages the 
weights f.Lv of the p-sets v with Iv 11 zl = lx 11 zl and hence only depends on lx 11 zl. More 
precisely, let II; denote the common value of all f.L~ with lx 11 zl = i( i = 0, ... , p ). 
It remains to prove by induction on i that all II; = 0. Since by ( 1) the sum of the weights 
of the p-sets disjoint from z vanishes, and, moreover, they all have the new weight 110 we 
have 
e-p)( p 110 =0. 
Due to the assumption e-p;:, p the binomial coefficient is positive and 110 = 0. Suppose 
we have proved 110 = · · · = 11;_ 1 = 0 for some 0,;;; i,;;; p. Choose a p-set y such that lz\yl = i. 
By (1) the sum S of the weights f.L~ of p sets x disjoint from y vanishes. Now by the 
inductive assumption S reduces to the sum of f.L ~, over all p-sets x satisfying x 11 z = z\y, 
and Xll(y\z)=0. These sets x are of the form (z\y)ut where t runs through the 
(p- i)-subsets of E\(y u z) and therefore there are (•;!'.;-;) such sets x. Each of the sets 
carries weight 11i proving 
- p ~ i) II; = 0.( e p-1 
The binomial coefficient is positive because by assumption e - p - i ;:, p - i;:, 0. Thus 
II; =0 and this concludes the proof by induction. Finally for i = p this yields the required 
0= lip= f.L~ = f.Lz• 
For a real matrix A denote by A the matrix with entries 1-Aij· Thus. for the above 
matrix M the matrix M has entry 1 if x 11 y "" 0 and 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 2.2. The matrix M is nonsingular for p ,;;; ! e and the matrix with all entries 1 
otherwise. 
PROOF. The column sums of M are all equal (•7) and therefore the column sums of 
M are all (;)- (•7). It follows that the row vector space V of M contains the r-vector 
1 := (1, ... , 1) whence also all the row vectors Mx* = 1- Mx* of M(x E P). Since by Lemma 
2.1 these span a vector space of dimension r it follows that V has dimension at least r 
and as a set of r-vectors exactly r. 
For positive integers p and q such that p + q,;;; e set r = (;) and s = (p!q). List 
and define an r x s binary matrix N by setting N ii = 1 if X; c yj and 0 otherwise. The matrix 
N is thus the characteristic matrix of the inclusion relation between p-subsets and ( p + q) 
subsets of E. We can now easily prove a result by W. Kantor [20]: 
LEMMA 2.3. If 2p + q,;;; e, then N is offull row rank r. 
PROOF. Fix a (2p + q )-subset z of E, set t = ep;q) and list 
[z]P ={x;,, ... , x;J, [z]P+q = {yh, ... , yjJ 
(i1 < · · · < ir.j1 < · · · <j,). Furtherlet N' be the r x t submatrix ofN situated in the columns 
j~> ... ,j, and N" be the txt submatrix of N' situated in the rows i~> ... , i,. Now N" is up 
to column and row permutation the matrix M from Lemma 2.1 for E = z. (Reindex the 
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column Yi, by the p-set z\yi, and use X;" c Yiv iff X;" n (z\yiJ = 0), and therefore has rank 
t. Moreover, all the r- t rows of N' not included in N" are zero vectors because they 
correspond to p-sets of E not included in z and a fortiori not included in any Yi;· It 
follows that for every p-subset x of z the column vector ex having 1 in the row indexed 
by x and Os elsewhere belongs to the column space of N', and whence to the column 
space of N. Varying z we obtain that the column space of N contains all the r unit vectors 
and has therefore rank r. 
The restriction 2p + q""" e can be weakened. 
LEMMA 2.4. Both N and N are offull rank. 
PROOF. We prove first for N. By Lemma 2.3, we have only to consider the case 
2p + q > e. Let p' = e- p- q and N' be the incidence matrix of the inclusion relation 
between p'-subsets and the (p'+q)-subsets of E. In view of2p'+q=2e-2p-q<e the 
preceding lemma tells us that N' is of full row rank (;.). Observing that p' + q = e- p we 
can assume that the row and columns of N' are indexed by the complements of (p + 
q)-subsets and p-subsets of E. Taking into account the reversal of inclusions under 
complementation it is easy to see that N is essentially the transposed matrix N'. Finally 
r = (;) > (p~q) = s because either 4e""" e- p < p + q or !e """p < p + q, consequently, rank 
N =rank N' = (;.) = s shows that N is of full column rank. 
The method of the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that rank N = rank N. 
Denote N more explicitly by Np,p+q. Assuming that the indexing of columns of Np,p'-l 
is identical with the indexing of the rows of Np'-l,p we have: 
FACT 2.5. If 1:o;;p<p'""'e, then 
' 1 ' I ' I 'Np,p =--Np,p- Np- ,p 
p'-p 
(2) 
PROOF. For a p-subset x and an p' -subset y of E the corresponding entry of 
Np,p'-INp'-l,p' is the number of (p' -1)-sets between x andy, this is 0 or p'- p. 
Let - be an equivalence on [EY with blocks B~o ... , Bk. For simplicity we say that a 
p-set from B; has ct9lour i (i = 1, ... , k ). For a given ( p + q) -subset z of E let z<ql denote 
the vector U~o ... Jk) T of frequencies of colours among the p-subsets of z (i.e. }; is the 
number of x E B;, x s; z). With [EY+q = {YJ, ... , Ys} as before let y<ql be the k x s matrix 
with columns y~ql, .. . , y~ql and U the binary k x r matrix with U 9 = 1 if xi has colour i 
and U ii = 0 otherwise. Observing that each column of U has exactly one entry 1 (each 
p-set has precisely one colour) and no zero rows (each row corresponds to a colour) we 
see that U is of full row rank k. Assuming an identical indexing of columns of U and 
rows of N by p-subsets of E, a direot check shows that y<ql = VNp,p+q. We have: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let p, q and k be positive integers and E a set of cardinality at least 
2p + q. If the p-subsets of E are coloured exactly by k colours, then there are x9 E [Ey+i 
(i=1, ... ,k,j=O, ... ,q) such that: 
(a) x;0 c Xn c · · · c X;q(i = 1, ... , k), and 
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. <n (j) z· I . d d t fi II .(b) the veetors oif coIour firequenczes x Ij , ... , x ki are znear y zn epen en or a J = 
0, ... ' q. 
PROOF. If E is infinite, choose any E 1 E [E] 2p+q. If the statement holds for E~o then 
it is obviously true also for E. Put p' := p + q and Z := Np'-I,p'. By (2) 
y<q) = q-1VNp,p'-iz = q-Iy<q-l)z 
On the basis of Lemma 2.3 the matrix Np,p+q, has full row rank. It was mentioned above 
that U has also full row rank and therefore rank y<q) =rank U = k (e.g. from the fact that 
two surjective linear maps compose to a surjective linear map). Thus y<q) has a nonsingular 
k x k submatrix Q situated in the rows indexed by p-sets x10 , ••• , xko and columns indexed 
by p'-sets X 1q, ... , xkq· By the Binet-Cauchy theorem (see e.g. [24], p. 14) 
detQ= I detAP detBP 
pER 
where R is the set of k-subsets of [E]P'-I and AP and BP are the submatrices of y<q-1) 
and Z situated in the rows x10 , ••• , xko and p and the columns p and x1q, ... , xkq, 
respectively (the additional requirement k ~ (p-''_ 1) is satisfied due to k ~ (;) ~ (p·=- 1) ). 
In view of det Q '1=- 0 there is p = {y1 , ••• , yk} E R such that det AP det BP '1=- 0. Here the 
columns of AP must be linearly independent and therefore the corresponding columns 
of y<q-I) are linearly independent, i.e. the frequency vectors y~q-1), • •• , y~q-I) are linearly 
independent. By virtue of det BP '1=- 0 there is a permutation p of {1, ... , k} such that the 
entries bij of B satisfy b<P(l)I · · · b<P(k)k '1=- 0. Taking into account that B is a submatrix of 
Z this implies y<P(i) ~ X;q(i = 1, ... , k), and we may set X;,q-I := y<P(i) (i = 1, ... , k). However, 
the frequency vectors x~;;_!i, . .. , xl;q-_!i being linearly independent we can restart the 
construction at the level q- 1. Continuing in the same way we finally obtain the statement 
(in the last step yO) is not decomposed and we just get the assignment). 
CoROLLARY 2.7. Let - be a hereditary equivalence on [E]. If p and q are positive 
integers such that 2p + q,;;;; e (where e = IEI is possibly infinite) and k = w; is finite, then 
the age of - has k (vertex) disjoint chains C1 , ••• , Ck such that each C; meets all levels 
PROOF. Let 1 ,;;;; i' < i",;;;; k and 0,;;;; j,;;;; q. By Theorem 2.6 (b) the frequency vectors xg> 
and x\i.J are distinct proving that X;'j i- X;·1 , in the hereditary equivalence -. 
An injection g: A;~ A;+q satisfying~<- g(~) for all ~ E A; will be referred to as a 
pq-matching of the age of -. For Y E A;+q the pq-frequency vector Y* is the map from 
A; into N := {0, 1, ...} defined for each ~ E A; by setting Y*(~) = mwhere X is and y 
are arbitrary elements of ~ and Y: The following corollary is reminiscent of matching 
type theorems (e.g. Hall's theorem). 
CoROLLARY 2.8. Let - be a hereditary equivalence on [E]. Ifp and q are nonnegative 
integers such that 2p + q,;;;; e and w; is finite, then the age of - has a pq-matching g whose 
images have linearly independent pq-frequency vectors. 
PROOF. Set k = w;. By Corollary 2.7 the frequency vectors x~~, ... , x\!j are linearly 
independent vectors and therefore pairwise distinct. In particular, the vectors x~~, ... , xl~ 
form the set of k unit k-vectors, i.e. the sets x10 , ••• , xko form a transversal of A; (set of 
representatives of the blocks of p-subsets of E). Denoting by X; and x: the block of­
containing X;o, resp. X;q, and setting g(X;) = x: we obtain the required pq-matching. 
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The corollary does not cover the case of A; infinite. For this case we are only able to 
prove separately the matching and independence properties but not both. 
CoROLLARY 2.9. For A; infinite the age of - has pq-matching for all q > 0. 
PROOF. Set p'=p+q and index A; by ordinals: A;:={~A:A<a}. By transfinite 
induction (on A < a) we construct injections gA from subsets BA of A; into A;. such that: 
(a) BP~Bu and gutBP=gP for all p<u<a, 
(b) ~~'- E BA for all JL ,;;;; A<a, 
(c) Y<-gA(Y)forall YEBA,and 
(d) z<_gA(Y)::;>ZEBA forall YEBA andZEA;. 
Clearly B0 = 4> and g0 the empty map trivially satisfy (a)-(d). Suppose 0 <A <a and 
we have constructed B~' and g~' for all JL <A. Set B := U ~'<ABw If B =A; it suffices to 
set BA =A; and gA = U ~'<A gw Thus suppose B c A; and denote by g the least ordinal 
such that ~'" E A;\B. Choose a p-set x E ~'" and a (2p + q)-subset E 0 of E containing x. 
Denote by - 0 the equivalence on [E0] induced by - and by A? the levels of the age of 
0 
- • According to the first part of the proof there is a pq-matching h0 : A~~ A~ .. Define 
(3) 
Further let h: C ~ Ap' assign to every block Y E C the block TEA;: such that T n 
h0 ( y n [E 0Y)-¥- 0. Finally put BA = B u C and define gA: BA ~ Ap' by (a) g" (~)whenever 
~ E B~' and JL <A and (b) g" (~) := h(~) for~ E C. The property (a) is obvious. In view 
of the inductive assumption it suffices to verify (b) only for JL = A. There is nothing to 
prove if ~A E B. If ~A e B then A = g(by the assumption (b) and the choice of g). Observing 
that ~'" E C (due to x ~ E 0 , x E ~~;) we get~'" E BA as well. To verify (d) suppose there 
are Y E BA and Z E A;\BA such that Z <_ gA (Y). Then Y E C because otherwise Y E B~' 
with JL <A would imply Z E B~' ~B. Thus Y EA;\B, and Y n [E 0Y "¥- 0. By its definition 
gA (Y) = h( Y) = T where T is the block of - containing the block V := h0 ( y n [E 0Y) 
from A~·· Choose an p'-set u E V. Now Z <- T shows the existence of a p-set z EZ with 
z ~ u. Thus Z n [E 0Y-¥- 0 and since Z e BA:;) B, we get from (3) that Z E C ~ BA. This 
contradiction proves (d). Finally the property (c) is easily verified directly from the 
definition. 
The final outcome of the construction is a pq-matching because of virtue of (b) the 
domain includes the whole A;. 
Let Y E A;+q. The map Y* defined earlier has clearly a finite support (i.e. its values 
vanish except for a finite number of cases). For a field IF of characteristic 0 (e.g. Q, IR or 
C), let IF~·ql be the vector space over IF spanned by {Y*: Y E A;+q}. Further let IF~l be 
the vector space spanned by all maps A;~ IF of finite support. 
CoROLLARY 2.10. Let E be infinite for all integers p ~ 0 and q > 0 and a field IF of 
characteristic 0 
PROOF. Let~ EA;. Define e~: A;~ Nbye~(~)= 1 and e~( Y) = 0 otherwise. Choose 
XE~ and a (2p+q)-subset E 0 of E containing x. Let again - 0 be the restriction of­
0to E 0 , let A? be the ith level of the age of - ( i = 0, 1, ...) and let k= lA~ I- By Theorem 
2.6 there are (p + q)-subsets Yt. ... , Yk of E 0 whose - 0 -frequency vectors Zt. ... , zk (of 
p-subsets of E 0 ) y1 , ••• , Yk form a basis for IFk. Let Yj be the block of - containing Yi 
(i = 1, ... , k). It is easy to see that Yt is obtained by setting Yf(~) = 0 for all x EA; 
disjoint from [E 0Y. It follows that e~ is a linear combination of Yf, ... , Yt. The vectors 
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{e~: ~ E Ap} form a basis for f~l hence f~·qJ spans p~l. Using f~·qJ ~ f~l we have the 
required equality. 
PROBLEM. Does Corollary 2.8 hold for A; infinite? 
The following profile property follows directly from Corollary 2.7. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let e be finite, e"= r!el and - a hereditary equivalence on [E]. 
Then W0 ,;;; w;--,;;; · · · ,;;; w;, and w; does not exceed w;+!, ... , w;_P for all p,;;;! e. 
In other words, the profile is nondecreasing up to the middle rank and the mirror image 
of its left half provides a lower bound for its right half (Figure 1). 
From Corollary 2.9 we obtain: 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
,) I 
0 e 
FIGURE l. 
CoROLLARY 2.12. If e;;;. ~0 , then the profile of every hereditary equivalence - on [E] 
is non-decreasing: W0 ,;;; w;--,;;; .... 
Both Corollary 2.11 and Corollary 2.12 were known for the special cases - R and - G 
from Exercise 1.2.2 (see Sections 7, 8). 
3. SYMMETRIC EQUIVALENCES 
Let P be a finite ranked poset of height e with Whitney numbers w0 , ••• , we. Put 
w_P := We+p := 0 for all p > 0. For I~ 0 we say that P is /-symmetric if w0 =We, w1 = 
We-b· · ·, Wt =We-I· 
A L!eJ -symmetric poset is termed symmetric. For brevity we drop 'rank' from the 
standard term 'rank symmetric'. Note that a symmetric poset is [-symmetric for every I~ 0. 
In this section always e = IE I< ~0 , e' = Lh e)J and - is a hereditary equivalence on 
[E] whose age has level A; of size w;(p = 0, ... , e). 
The equivalence is symmetric if its age is symmetric. According to Corollary 2.11 the 
profile of a symmetric equivalence is not only symmetric but also unimodal (1 = W0 • • • ~ 
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w•. , We'+l;;:.: · · · ;;:.: w. = 1) i.e. the right half of the profile is the least possible given its 
left half. The symmetric equivalences are important because, as it will be shown soon, 
they include the equivalences -a of set orbits of permutation groups G on E introduced 
in Example 1.2. 
For as; E put ii = E\a. Define the dual -* of - by setting a-* b if ii- i.i. We say 
that - is selfdual if- agrees with -*. We say that - is 1-selfdual if- coincides with 
-* for all subsets of E of cardinality at most l. For A;= {J:"l> ... , J:d and bE [Ey-p 
let b® = ([!], ... , [~]) (where X; EX;) be the frequency vector of the p-sets in b. For 
p ~ e' and b, c E[Ey-p set b""' c if b® = c®. Finally for notational convenience -P denotes 
the equivalence on [E]P induced by (p = 0, ... , e). We wish to prove that for a hereditary 
equivalence [-symmetry implies 1-selfduality. We start with the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. The following are equivalent for a hereditary equivalence - and 0 < p ~ e': 
(a) b- c~b- c for all b, c E [E]P, 
(b) b-c~b-cforallb,cE[E]P, 
(c) w; = W;_P and b- c~b- c for all b, c E [E]P, 
(d) W;= W;_P and b-c~b""'cfor all b, cE[E]P. 
PROOF. (a)~ (b). The complementation b ~ b is a homomorphism from the 
equivalence - P into the equivalence - e-p i.e. it maps each block of - P into a block of 
- e-p and therefore the block numbers satisfy w;_P ~ w;. Since w;_P;;:.: w; by Corollary 
2.11 we get that the complementation maps blocks onto blocks (i.e. it is an isomorphism) 
proving (b). 
(b)~(c). Obvious. 
We need the following fact: If w;_P = WP then - e-p equals ""'· Indeed let e denote 
the number of blocks of the equivalence ""'. By the definition of heredity the equivalence 
- e-p is contained in the equivalence ""' and consequently w;_P;;:.: e. By Corollary 2.8 we 
have e;;:.: w;. Together W;_P;;:.: e;;:.: w;. As WP = We-p we get We-p = e. From - e-p s; ""' 
we obtain - e-p = ""'· 
(c)~(d). As in the first part of the proof the complementation is a homomorphism of 
- into ""'· It is an isomorphism because by the fact e = w;_p = w;. 
(d)~(a). Apply the above fact. 
It will be convenient to use the following notation. For B s; [E] 1 and a E [E] put: 
deg 8 a:=/{bEB: b2a}j, inc8 a:=j{bEB: bna¥ 0}1, e.g. for 1=2 and a={v} clearly 
deg8 {v}=inc8 {v} is the degree of the vertex v in the graph (E, B). The two parameters 
are related by the inclusion-exclusion principle (c.f. [21], p. 98): 
IaI 
incB a= L (-)i-l L degB b. (4) 
i~l be[a]' 
We have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let - be an [-symmetric equivalence on [E]. Then 
(a) - is 1-selfdual, and 
(b) IfBEA;;, andf-kg with m,k~l, then 
(5) 
PROOF. By induction on I. There is nothing to prove for 1= 0. Suppose - satisfies (a) 
and (b) for p < l. First we prove (b) for I. We may assume that k < m and m =I. Thus let 
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nE A/, X E n. k < 1 and f- kg. Since by definition e] =I B (") [J]1 1 we have 
(6)incnf= IBI- [~]. 
Combining (4) and (6) we get 
( -ok-t degn f = IBI- [1] +kf (-l)j I degn b. (7) 
X i~l bE[Jli 
For i = 1, ... , k -1, select a transversal ail, ... , a;w: of A; and using (5) rewrite the right 
side of (7) as 
(8) 
By the inductive hl,pot~esis the equivalence - is 1- 1-selfdual, hence f- g implies J- g, 
and by heredity [x] = m. By the same token [f.J = L!,j] and whence (8) and (7) yield the 
required degnf=degpg. Now incnf=incpg follows from (4). Finally to show that­
is 1-selfdual we prove the condition (c) from Lemma 3.1. Let b -I c and X En E A/. 
Applying (6) to b and c 
[ ~] = IBI-incn b = lnl-incn c = [~] 
i.e. ii""' c. 
Now we are able to characterize the /-symmetric equivalences. 
CoROLLARY 3.3. Let- be a hereditary equivalence on [E] and O<l~e'. Then- is 
/-symmetric if and only if - is 1-selfdual. 
PROOF. Necessity: Proposition 3.2. Sufficiency: Obvious. 
For symmetry we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.4. The following are equivalent for a hereditary equivalence - on [E] 
(a) - is symmetric, 
(b) - is selfdual, 
(c) -* is hereditary and symmetric, 
(d) - * is hereditary. 
PROOF. (a)¢>(b): Corollary 3.3. (b)~(c)~(d). Obvious. (d)~(a): By definition the 
Whitney numbers w;-· of-* satisfy w;-* = w;_;. Let O~p~!e. Corollary 2.11 applied 
to - and -* gives w; ~ w;_p = w;~p = w; proving (a). 
ExAMPLE 3.5. Let G be a permutation group on E and -a the set orbit equivalence 
from Example 1.2. Since for every permutation g we have a = g( b)¢> ii = g( ii) clearly 
-a is selfdual and thus symmetric. 
PROBLEM. Is every symmetric hereditary equivalence of the form -a? 
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4. SPERNER PROPERTIES 
We recall some standard terminology. Let P be a graded ordered set with levels An of 
cardinality Wn(n < w < w0 where sis the height of P). An antichain (also called a cluster, 
independent or chaotic set) is a subset of P in which no two elements are comparable. 
The width w(P) of Pis the maximum size of an antichain in P. The set P has the Sperner 
property or is Sperner if w(P) = W" for some n. 
For k-;;:; 1 integer a k-family of P [15] is the union of most k anti chains, i.e. a subset 
of P meeting no chain in more thank elements. A maximum sized k-family of Pis called 
a Sperner k-family of P. For an element s of a k- family S let 8s (s) denote the cardinality 
of the longest ascending chain in S starting from s. The sets s. = 8$ 1(i), (i = 0, ... , k -1) 
form the canonical partition (Sk_,, ... , S0 ) of S. For two k-families S' and S" setS',;;, S" 
if (S;] <;; (S?J for all i = 0, ... , k -1 where ( T] := {x E P: x,;;, t for some t E T} denotes the 
down-set (called also an initial section or decreasing subset, semi-ideal or order-ideal) 
generated by T. The poset P has the Sperner k-property (consecutive Sperner k-property) 
if for some O,;;, i 1 < · · · < ik < e(O,;;, i <e) the set A;, u · · · u A;k (the set A; u · · · u Ai+k- 1) 
is a Sperner k-family. The poset P has the strong Sperner property (or property S or is 
strongly Sperner) if it has the Sperner k-property for all k. It is shown in [ 17, 18] that for 
a rank unimodal finite poset the strong Sperner property is equivalent to the condition 
T: For each p there are WP vertex disjoint chains meeting each level A; with W; ~ WP. 
Using an idea of Saks [33] we relate k-families and antichains. Let fs, denote the set 
{0, ... , k -1} with its natural order. To a k-family S with the canonical partition 
(Sk-~> ... , S0 ) assign u(S) = U~:~ S; x {i}. Next let ~dP) denote the poset of k-families 
of P and f}k( P) the family of sets T = U~:~ T; x { i} such that Tk-~> ... , T0 are pairwise 
disjoint antichains of P and ( Tk_,] <;; • • · <;; ( T0 ] (in P). The set flk(P) is ordered by 
T' ~ T" if ( T'] <;; ( T"] (in P x Js,). Following [15] let dk(P) be the size of a Sperner k-family 
of P. Similarly let d~(P) be the size of the maximum sized element of pk(P). We have: 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) The map u is an order isomorphism of ~k(P) onto flk(P) such that 
lu(S)I=ISI for every SE~k(P), (b) to every TE~1 (Pxfs,) there exists T#Eflk(P) such 
that IT#l =I Tl, (c) ddP) = d~(P) = d 1(P x fs,). 
PROOF. (a) Routine verification. (b) Let T be an antichain in P X fs,, T = U~:~ T; X {i} 
and Tb = U~:~ T; the projection of T into P. Clearly T0 , ••• , Tk-l are pairwise disjoint 
antichains in P proving TE ~k(P). If (TL~> ... , Tg) is the canonical decomposition of 
Tb, then T# = u~:~ T~ X {i} is an element of Ilk(P) satisfying I T#l =In (c) From 
flk(P)c;;A 1(Pxfs,) and (b) we get 
d~(P),;;, di(P X Js,),;;, d~(P) 
while dk(P) = d~(P) follows from (a). 
REMARK 4.2. By [15 (Section 2)] the poset $k(P) of Sperner k-families of P is a 
distributive sublattice of the locally distributive lattice ~k(P). By Lemma 4.1(a) this and 
results concerning meet- and join-irreducible elements translate to Bk(P). 
We also need the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let P and Q be finite ranked posets of height p +1 and q +1 and let 
0 ~ 1~ min( p, q). Ifat least two ofP, Q, P x Q are /-symmetric, then all three are /-symmetric. 
The product of symmetric posets is symmetric. 
PROOF. Let r= p+q and let (u0 , ••• , up), (v0 , ••• , vq) and (w0 , •.. , wr) be the sequen­
ces of Whitney numbers of P, Q, and P x Q. 
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Let p and Q be [-symmetric. Then wr-i = I~~o up-i+j Vq-j = I~~o ui-jvj = Wj for i = 
0, ... , l. Let P and P x Q be [-symmetric. We prove by induction that Q is [-symmetric. 
Suppose 0 < i ~ l and v0 = Vq, . .. , vi-t = Vq-i+t· From 
i i
I ui-jvj = Wj = wr-i = I Up-i+jVq-j 
j~O j~O 
and the known symmetries we get u0 vi = uP Vq-i i.e. vj = Vq-i· 
LEMMA 4.4. Let P be a finite ranked poset. Then P x fs; has the Sperner property if and 
only if P has the consecutive k-Sperner property. 
PROOF. Let A 0 , ••• , Ae be the levels of P and let Bi be one of the largest levels of 
0 0 0p X fs;. Then Bj = u;:~ Ai-j X {j} and by Lemma 4.1 the set Ai-k+l u u A is a Sperner 
k-family proving the consecutive k-Sperner property of P. 
The converse is similar. 
The following lemma reduces the study of k-families of ages to the study of antichains 
of ages. Given a family {(Ei, -i): iE I} of equivalences -i on [EJ put E := 
U {Ei x {i}: i E I}, next for i E I and a~ E define ai by ai x {i} =an (Ei x {i}) and finally 
put 
0 (Ej, -i) = (E,-) 
iEI 
where a- b if ai _i bj for all i E I. Directly from the definition we get: 
LEMMA 4.5. The 0 product of hereditary equivalences is a hereditary equivalence. 
Note that the above age of (E,-) is the restricted direct product of the ages of 
(Ei,-J(i E I). Here the restricted direct product of posets ~ with least elements 0/j E J) 
is the set of maps g: J ~ UjeJ ~ such that g(j) E ~ for all j E J but g(j) ~ Oj only for 
finitely many j E J, which is equipped with the standard pointwise order: g' ~ g" if 
g'(j) ~j g"(j) for allj E J. For I finite the restricted direct product is just the direct product. 
In other words, the class of the ages of hereditary equivalences is closed under restricted 
direct products. 
We can lower and raise antichains: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let e" = f! e l and 0 < l,;;! e. If - is a hereditary [-symmetric equivalence 
on [E], then A;.u · · · u A;_1 contains a maximum sized antichain of the age of-. 
PROOF. Let S be an antichain of the age of - and i the least index such that 
Sj := S n A;~</>. Suppose i < e". By Corollary 2.8 there is a ( i, i + 1)-matching g. Now 
S' := g(Sd u (S\A;-) is an antichain because the relation g(s') ~ s"(s' E Si, s" E S\A;-) is 
excluded on account of s' < g(s'). Moreover IS'I =lSI proving the lifting property. The 
quite analogous proof of the lowering property is based on the existence of 'reverse 
matching' provided by Corollary 2.8 and 1-selfduality (Corollary 3.3). 
Finally we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let 0 < l~!e, 0< k~ eand n = rHe- k+ l)l Then every 1-symmetric 
hereditary equivalence - on [E] has a Sperner k-family in A;; u · · · u A;+k-I-t· 
• • • 
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PRooF. For k = 1 the statement is just Lemma 4.6. Thus let k > 1 and let K = 
{1, ... , k -1} be a set disjoint from E. Define - 0 in [K] by setting a - 0 b if IaI= lbl. 
Clearly - 0 is a hereditary symmetric equivalence on [K]. By Lemma 4.3, and Lemma 
4.5 the product (E,- )®(K, - 0 ) is a hereditary /-symmetric equivalence "" on [E u K]. 
Denote the levels of the age of"" by B0 , ••• , Be+k-t and put f = r!< e + k -1) l In view 
of Lemma 4.6 the age of "" has a maximum sized anti chain T in B1 u · · · u Be+k-1-1. By 
Lemma 4.1(a) this antichain gives rise to a Sperner k-family of the age of-. If (t, i) E Bu, 
then clearly tEA;;_;. Thus the lowest level possible isf-k+1= r!<e-k+l)l. 
For symmetric equivalences we have: 
THEOREM 4.8. The age of a symmetric hereditary equivalence on [E] has the strong 
Sperner property. 
PROOF. Let"" be the equivalence on [E u K] defined in the proof of Proposition 4.7. 
By Lemma 4.3 the equivalence "" is symmetric and by Lemma 4.6 the age of "" has the 
Sperner property. Finally by Lemma 4.4 the age of"" has the k-Sperner property. 
5. THE LATTICE OF HEREDITARY EQUIVALENCES ON (E). 
So far we have considered only a single hereditary equivalence. In this section we bring 
forth some elementary properties of the set L- of hereditary equivalences on [E]. 
Define the equivalences w and L on [E] by awb if a= b and mb if lal =lbl. The 
equivalences on E are naturally ordered by inclusion (i.e. a~ f3 if aab=>af3b for all 
a, bE [E]). Let ¥ be the set of all equivalences on [E] included in L. It is well known 
that ( M, ~) is an algebraic lattice in which the meet is the set-theoretical intersection. 
For {a;: i E /} ~ !yf, the join a := Vie 1 a; is the transitive closure of U;e 1 a; i.e. aab iff 
a= a0 a;, a1 a;2 a;" an= b for n:;;. 0, at. ... , an E [E] and it. ... , in E I. Now we prove 
that (l-, ~)is a complete join subsemilattice of (!yf, ~). 
LEMMA 5.1. The join of hereditary equivalences is hereditary. 
PROOF. Let a;(iE I) be hereditary equivalences and a:= VieT a;. The property aab=> 
IaI = I bl is immediate. Let a0 , ••• , an E [ E] and a0 a;, a1 a;2 • • • a;" an for some it. ... , in E I. 
Ifl ~j ~nand B ~ [E]P a block of a;1 , then by hereditary we have IBn [aj-tYI =IBn [ajJPI 
whence there is a bijection cpj from [aj_ 1)P onto [aj]P such that xa; cpj (x) for all x E [aj_ 1)P.1 
Setting cp(x) = 'Pn ( · · · (cp 1(x) · · ·) for x E [a0 )P we have a bijection from [a0 ]P onto [anY 
such that x-cp(x). This means that for every cE[E]P the frequencies [:0 ] and[:"] (in 
a) are equal, completing the proof. 
For IEl > 3 there are two hereditary equivalences whose intersection is not hereditary. 
Nevertheless the equivalence w is the least element of (l-, ~) and therefore in a routine 
fashion we have: 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The poset (L., ~) is a complete lattice in which the join and meet of 
{a;: i E J} are vie/ai and v{{3 E L-: {3 ~ nie/ a;}. 
For e =lEI= 3 the lattice L- is as in Figure 2. For 1 finite denote by l-1 the poset of 
/-symmetric equivalences (ordered by inclusion). We have: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Fore finite and 0 < l ~ e the poset l-1 is a lattice in which the join and 
meet of {a;: iE I} is viET a; and v{{3 E L.t: f3 ~niE/ a;}. 
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FIGURE 2. 
PRoOF. Let a be the join of /-symmetric equivalences a;(i E I) on [E], 0 < p ~land 
a0 a;, ···a;" an for some a0 , ... , an E [BY and it. ... , in E I. By Corollary 3.3 this means 
ii0 a;, · · · a;" iin and hence ii~ aii~. Thus a is /-self dual and again by Corollary 3.3 it is 
/-symmetric. The remainder is a routine check. 
For the equivalences from Example 1.2 (see also Section 6) we have: 
CoROLLARY 5.4. Let G;(i E I) be permutation groups acting onE and let G be the group 
generated by uiEI G;. Then -G is the join of {-G;: iEI} in the lattice of symmetric 
equivalences. 
PROOF. Clearly - G; ~ - G for all i E I and therefore the join - of the equivalences 
-G; is included in -G· For the converse let a-Gb. Then b=gn(· · · (g1(a)) for some 
n > 0, it. ... , in E I and gj E G; (j = 1, ... , n) and therefore a- b.1 
The meet (in [.,) of symmetric equivalences need not be symmetric. 
ExAMPLE 5.5. Let G and H be permutation groups on 4= {0, 1, 2, 3} generated by 
(123) and (01)(23), respectively. The meet of the symmetric equivalences -G and-His 
the hereditary equivalence - with the single nontrivial block {{2}, {3}}. Now the profile 
of·~ being (1, 3, 6, 4, 1) the equivalence - is nonsymmetric. 
Two blocks .:\, !J c [BY of- are - compatible if[~]=[~] for a E.:\, bE !J and c E [E]' 
for all r < p. It is easy to see that - is covered by -' (in [.,), in symbols ---<-'iff -' is 
obtained from - by the fusion of two - compatible blocks. Recall that a lattice is 
semimodular if a v y--< {3 v y provided a--< {3 and a v y ;6 {3 v y. We have: 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The lattice [., is semimodular. 
PRooF. Let a-< {3 and a v y ;6 {3 v y. Then {3 is obtained from a by fusing two 
a-compatible blocks of p-subsets of E. For an equivalence 8 on [E] and an integer 
0""" i""" e let 8; be the restriction of 8 to [ Er. It is easy to see that (a v y ); = ( {3 v y ); for 
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all i "¥ p. Hence (a v 'Y )P "¥ ( f3 v 'YY and therefore in the lattice Y of equivalences on [EY 
we have aP v f3P "¥ aP v yP. Since f3P covers aP in the semimodular lattice y [14 (IV-4.T2)], 
the element aP v yP covers aP v f3P proving that a v 'Y covers a v f3 in f.-. 
CoROLLARY 5.7. If e is finite, then maximal or saturated chains in f.- between two given 
elements of f.- are of the same length. Moreover, the height function h of f.- satisfies 
h(a v {3)+h(a A{3)~h(a)+h(f3) 
for all a, f3 E f.-. 
PROOF. Cf. [14 (IV.4, Tl-2)]. 
We turn to extensions of partial hereditary equivalences. 
For p:;;:. 0 let (E)P := Uf=o [E]; (the family of the at most p-element subsets of E). An 
equivalence - on (E)P is hereditary if Ia I= lbl and[~]=[~] whenever a, b, c E (E)P, a- b. 
We extend- to the equivalence-+ on (E)P+ 1 by setting a-+ b if (a) a-b or (b) 
a, bE [E]P+ 1 and [~] = [~] for every c E [EJP. We need: 
LEMMA 5.8. If p is a positive integer less than eand - is a hereditary equivalence on 
(E)P then -+ is a hereditary equivalence on (E)P+ 1• 
PROOF. Let 0 < r ~ p and let x1 , ••• , xm be a system of representatives of the blocks 
of- contained in [E]P. For x s; E let x® denote the vector of --frequencies of r-subsets 
of x. Fix a E [E]P+ 1 and consider the vector A:= LyE[aJP y®. We have A= (p+ 1- r)a®, 
because at the coordinate place corresponding to a block {J s; [E]' of- each x E {J, x s; a 
has been counted exactly p+1-r times (the number of p-sets between x and a) and 
there are [~] of such sets. On the other hand 
A=~ [ a]x~.
i=l X; 
If a-+ b, then 
proving a®= b®. 
Start with a hereditary equivalence - on (E )P. The equivalence - + defined above is 
a hereditary equivalence on (E)P+ 1• Repeating this construction as long as possible at a 
hereditary equivalence - on [E] called the upper extension of-, the lower extension, -,v 
of- is the hereditary equivalence on [E] coinciding with- on (E)P and with w elsewhere. 
The lattice L of hereditary equivalences on E is complicated e.g. it contains a sub lattice 
isomorphic to the lattice of equivalence relations on E; namely the lower extensions of 
equivalences on (E) 1• Let f denote the lattice of equivalences on E. We have: 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let f3 be the restriction ofa E f.- to (E)P. Then {3, s; f3v. Ifp ;;:.=!e and 
a is [-symmetric with l;;:.:: e- p -1, then a= f3v. 
PROOF. We only prove the second statement. For this, let a, bE [E]P+ 1, with aa+ b. 
We show that aab. Since a+ is hereditary by Lemma 5.8, the frequency vectors of the 
(e- p -I)-sets in a and b (cf. beginning of Section 3) are equal, i.e. a= b. As a is 
1-symmetric, by Corollary 3.3 it is 1-selfdual. Thus Lemma 3.1 (b) holds for (e- p -1 )-sets; 
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hence Lemma 3.1 (d) holds and therefore from a= b we get iiab. Again by (b) we obtain 
aab. The converse, i.e. aab implies aa+ b, is a part of the first statement and obvious. To 
prove that a = a v is suffices to apply successively this fact to higher levels. 
CoMMENT 5.10. The lattice structure of I- is reflected in the set of ages on E. Indeed, 
if a, f3 E I- and a is included in {3, then the age of f3 is the image of the age of - under 
a rank preserving isotone map. 
6. APPLICATIONS: ORBITS OF GROUPS 
In the next two sections we consider the ages of set orbits of permutation groups 
(Examples 1.2 and 3.5 and Corollary 5.4) and of isomorphism types of relations (Example 
1.1). For brevity we refer to the age of- G as the age of G. Thus the elements of the age 
of G are the set-orbits ordered by X~ Y if x s; y for some x EX, y E Y. In view of the 
possible independent interest we restate our earlier results: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a permutation group acting on set E offinite cardinality e. Then 
the profile of the age of G is symmetric and unimodal and the age of G is strongly Sperner. 
In particular, for k = 1, ... , e a Sperner k-family is formed by the set-orbits consisting of 
sets with at least m and at most m + k -1 elements where m = r! e1- l! k J. 
PROOF. By Example 3.5 the equivalence - G is hereditary, symmetric and self dual 
whence by Theorem 4.8 the age of G is strongly Sperner. 
This result has the following history. The monotonicity of the lower half of the profile 
of the age of G was proved in 1965 by Livingstone and Wagner using the Frobenius 
reciprocity law [22] and later by Robinson using Young tableaux [31]. The special case 
W0 = · · · = Wp-I = 1 provided p::;;! e and WP = 1 was proved by Wielandt [38] using 
arithmetical properties of binomial coefficients. A combinatorial proof of the Livingstone 
and Wagner result was given by Kantor [20] in 1972. The fact that W0 ::;; W1 ::;; • • • for 
ages of permutation groups on an infinite E was proved in 1976 by Cameron [5 (theorem 
22, p. 128)] and by the first author [27]. Although we know for a long time that matchings 
lead to the Sperner property of ages of groups it was only at the Symposium on ordered 
sets (Banff, 1981) after learning Stanley's result on L(n, m) (see Example 6.4 below) and 
observing that L( n, m) is an age of a group we realized the interest of the Sperner property 
of ages of groups. This lead us to prove the strong Sperner property of ages of groups 
and later on of the symmetric equivalences. Harper, Proctor, Stanley and others recently 
used similar methods to us (namely elementary linear algebra) to prove the strong Sperner 
property. 
We look at the ages of some special groups. 
ExAMPLE 6.2. Take G={idE}. The age of G is ([E], s;). ForE finite the Sperner 
property of ([E], s;) was proved by Sperner [35] in 1928 (an almost identical proof is 
in [25]). In 1966 Lubell gave a very short proof [23] which inspired several extensions. 
The strong Sperner property was proved by Erdos [6]. 
Proofs based on symmetric chain decomposition are implicitly in [ 4, 1]. Using an 
argument of Freese [13] (which is als_o in [1]) Greene and Kleitman [15] gave a very 
short proof that ([E], s;) is strongly Sperner. 
The poset ([E], s;) is isomorphic to the set fe (of the 2' zero-one e-vectors) ordered 
componentwise and this leads to the next example. 
• • • 
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ExAMPLE 6.3. Let E be the union of disjoint nonempty sets Ei ( i E I) and let G be 
the set of all permutations on E mapping each E; onto itself. Then the age of G is 
isomorphic to the restricted direct product of the chains C; where IC;l = e; +1 fore;= IE; I 
finite and C is the chain N of non-negative integers otherwise. In particular, for E finite 
it is also isomorphic to the set of positive divisors of p~1 p~" ordered by divisibility 
(where III= nand Pt. ... , Pn are distinct primes). To prove that it has the Sperner property 
De Bruijn et al. [ 4] invented and applied the symmetric chain decomposition which 
effectively proves the strong Sperner property. Schonheim [34] asked for a proof of the 
Sperner property based on the ideas of the 1928 Sperner proof. This seems to be quite 
hard to do (a partial success for e1 = · · ·=en= 2 is in [32]). 
For a poset P let J(P) denote the set of downsets of P ordered by inclusion (the poset 
J(P) is a distributive lattice and if P has no infinite increasing chains it is isomorphic to 
the poset ..:\1(P) of antichains of P). The set L(n, m) := l(!J x ~) (of the downsets of the 
product of the chains !J and ~) is one the simplest nontrivial examples of this type! The 
poset L(n, m) can be represented as the set (Sn m• ,;;) of integer sequences a= 
(a0 , ••• , an_ 1) with m ~ a0 ~ ···~an-I~ 0 ordered c~ordinatewise [36, p. 174]. Indeed, 
to a= (a0, ••• , an_ 1) E Sn,m associate the downset ab = {(i,j) E !J X~: j <a;, i = 0, ... , n­
1}. It is immediate that a~ ab is an order isomorphism of Sn,m onto L(n, m). We have: 
ExAMPLE 6.4. Let e = n · m and = an equivalence on E with blocks Et. ... , En of 
equal sizes IE11 = · · ·=lEn I= m. Denote by G the group Aut= of all permutations g 
preserving= (i.e. mapping blocks onto blocks). Then L(n, m) is order isomorphic to the 
age of G and hence strongly Sperner. Indeed for a c:; E consider the sequence a# of the 
numbers Ian E 11, ... , Ian En I arranged in a nonincreasing order. It is easy to verify that 
a -a b ~ a# = b#, hence the block of -a containing a is represented by a# E Sn,m and 
the order of the age of G agrees with the above order. 
Using algebraic geometry Stanley has recently shown [36] that L(n, m) has the strong 
Sperner property. The Whitney numbers of the age of G are the coefficients of the powers 
of x in the x-binomial coefficient 
The unimodality of the profile was shown in 1878 by Sylvester. Since our proof may 
be regarded as elementary it provides the combinatorial proof asked for in [36, Section 4]. 
The following application was suggested to us by P. Leroux from Universite de Quebec 
a Montreal. 
ExAMPLE 6.5. As usual, a graph is a symmetric areftexive binary relation. Let On be 
the set of graphs on !J = {0, ... , n -1} and 0~ the set of isomorphism types of On ordered 
by embedding. In other words, 0~ is the family of unlabelled graphs on n vertices with 
T 1 ,;;; T2 if there is an edge preserving injection from T1 into T2 (note that the image of 
T1 is just a subgraph but not necessarily an induced subgraph of T2). Thus an antichain 
is a subset F of 0~ such that no graph from F is isomorphic to a subgraph of another 
member of F. We have: a maximum antichain (i.e. of maximum size) of G! is the set of 
unlabelled graphs with L!mJ edges. 
To see it observe that 0! is the age of the group S~2l where S~2l is the permutation 
group on E = [!J ] 2 induced by the symmetric group s; of all per~utations on !J· Thus 
O! is strongly Sperner and, in particular, O! is Sperner proving the above statement. 
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The profile of Q~ has been determined by Polya (e.g. cf. [19] theorem 15.5). The sizes 
of the largest anti chains for n = 4, ... , 9 are 3, 6, 24, 148, 1646, 34040 (cf. [19] ap. 1) i.e. 
34040 is the maximum number of unlabelled graphs on 9 vertices such that no graph is 
isomorphic to a subgraph of another. 
For k > 1. A Sperner k-family of Q~ (i.e. of maximum size) is provided by the set of 
unlabelled graphs having at least m := r! G) l - l! k J edges and less than m + k edges. 
ExAMPLE 6.6. The same approach works if we replace graphs by binary relations on 
!J (i.e. we put E = !J2) or more generally by h-ary relations. We state the result only for 
h-ary relations symmetric to all exchanges of places. These may be identified with subsets 
of [!J]h and are usually called h-uniform hypergraphs on n. Denote by Q~.h the set of 
isomorphism types of h-uniform hypergraphs on n ordered by embedding. Defining an 
antichain as above, the following answers a question posed to us recently by P. Erdos. 
A maximum antichain of h-uniform unlabelled hypergraphs on n vertices is formed by the 
unlabelled h-uniform hypergraphs on n vertices with exactly lh~)J edges. 
The ages of other permutation groups G could be investigated. Potential candidates 
could include: (a) G generated by a single permutation, (b) G={ax+b: a, bE GF(pm), 
a ;t' 0}, p prime (acting on GF(pm)) (c) G = {(r(x), s(y)): r, s E Sn} (acting on !J 2), and 
(d) G={(r(x),s(y)): r,sESn}u{(r(y), s(x)): r,sESn}. We could also ask about the 
connection between G and the order automorphisms of the age of G. 
7. AGES OF RELATIONAL SYSTEMS 
Recall that for h positive integer an h-ary relation on E is just a subset of Eh. A 
relational system is a sequence R = {Pi: i E I} of relations on E. (The relations need not 
be pairwise distinct.) For I finite the system R is called a multirelation. Given p ~ Eh 
and .s!l ~ E the relation p ~ .s!l := p n .s!lh on E is said to be induced by .s!l or a restriction 
of p to .s!l. To a relational system R = {Pi: i E I} associate the following natural equivalence 
- R on [E]: a-Rb iff there is a bijection rp of a onto b such that Pi~ b = rp( Pi~ a) for all 
iEI (where, as usual, rp(u) denotes the image {(rp(x1), ••• ,rp(xh)): (x~>···,xh)Eu} of 
u ~ ah under rp) i.e. iff both restrictions are isomorphic. Such a map rp is deferred to as 
a local automorphism of R. Observe that by its definition each block of - R is a subset of 
some [Et. For a local automorphism rp: a~ band c E [E] clearly c- R rpc proving[~]=[~] 
and - R hereditary. The equivalences - R were our starting point for this study. 
We call the ordered set of blocks of- R the age of R and denote it by A(R). Thus 
A(R) is the set of isomorphism types of finite restrictions of R, i.e. each finite restriction 
of R is represented by exactly one element of A(R). (Fraisse [7-10] originally defined 
the age of R as the set of finite restrictions of R up to isomorphism). The connection 
between R and A(R) has been extensively studied by Fraisse and his collaborators (e.g. 
[7-12, 26-29]). Here we concentrate on the order-theoretical properties of ages, in 
particular, we use ages for the construction of special but usually interesting ordered sets. 
The first question is whether - R include all hereditary equivalences. We construct an 
example of a hereditary equivalence not arising from any relational system. 
ExAMPLE 7.1. For a graph u on V set 
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We consider the 10-element set E := {1, ... , 5, 1°, ... , 5°} and two graphs 
u:= ({1, ... , 5}; {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}). 
T:= ({1o, ... '5o}; {1o, 2o}, {2o, 3o}, {3o, 1o}, {4o, 5o}). 
Let - on (E)3 have one block of singletons, one block of pairs and the two blocks 
B := ub u Tb and [E]\B of triples. For bE B and a= {1, ... , 5}\{i} the frequency [b) is 
the degree of the vertex i in the graph u, e.g. 
{1, 2, 3, 4}] = 1 {1, 3, 4, 5}] = 2 
[ [{3, 4, 5} ' {3, 4, 5} 
because {1, 2, 3, 4} and {1, 3, 4, 5} contain exactly the triple {1, 2, 3} and the triples {3, 4, 5}, 
{1, 4, 5} from B, respectively. The same applies to a= {1°, ... , 5°}\{i0}. In the extension 
a:=-+ defined in Section 5 thus the 4-sets {1,2,3,4}, {1°,2°,3°,4°}, {2,3,4,5} and 
{2°, 3°, 4°, 5°} form a block of a and the other 4-subsets of either {1, ... , 5} or {1°, ... , 5°} 
another block. It follows that for the extension a+ we have {1, ... , 5}a+{1°, ... , 5°}. 
Assume by way of contradiction that the upper extension - v (defined in Section 5) is of 
the form R for some relational system R. Then there is a local automorphism 
q;: {1, ... , 5}""""' {1 °, ... , 5°} of R. The local automorphism maps the block B of- ontov 
itself. According to the definition of q; this means that q; is a graph isomorphism of u 
onto T. This contradiction shows that - v is not of the form - R· 
Naturally, we may ask: 
PROBLEM. Characterize the equivalencies of the form - R· 
The number of blocks of n-sets is denoted by W" (R). For a lack of a better name we 
call R a polyrelation if all W" (R) are finite. For an h-ary relation p clearly W" ( p) is 
bounded by the number 2<"h) of h-ary relations on an n-set amd therefore every multirela­
tion is a polyrelation. However, there are relational systems that are not polyrelations 
even on finite universes. We know (Corollary 2.12) that for E infinite the profile W of 
a relational system is a non-decreasing sequence. The infinite polyrelations with W 
bounded are called finimorphic and were characterized in [8, 9, 28]. For infinite polyrela­
tions the asymptotic behaviour of W has been partially described by the first author in 
[29]. Following Fra1sse R is p-monomorphic if Wp(R) = 1 (p"" lEI) and monomorphic if 
Wp(R) = 1 for all p"" lEI [11, 12, 26]. 
For E finite we only know from Corollary 2.11 that 1 = W0 ( R) .s: · · · .;;: We"( R) and 
WP(R) does not exceed Wp+ 1(R), ... , We-p(R) for all O.s:p.s:!e (where e=IEI and 
e"= r!el). 
PROBLEM. Is the profile of the age of R always unimodal? 
If - R is self dual (i.e. a-Rb~ ii'- R b') then the age of R is strongly Sperner by 
Theorem 4.8. In particular, this happens if R is homogeneous (Fra1sse [10]), i.e. if every 
local automorphism extends to a global one. Given a permutation group G acting on a 
finite set E it is possible to construct a homogeneous polyrelation R such that - R equals 
- [10, 27] and therefore ages of groups fall into this category. 
Following Fra1sse [ 1 0] a relational system R is freely interpretable in a relational system 
S if each local automorphism of S is a local automorphism of R. The following simple 
observation may be useful in certain concrete situations. 
REMARK 7 .2. If R is freely interpretable in S then there is an isotone surjection 
f:A(S)-"'A(R) mapping each level A"(S) onto A"(R) and such that the preimage of 
0 
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every antichain of A(R) is an antichain in A(S). In particular, Wn (R),;;;; Wn (S) for all 
n~IEI. 
Indeed R freely interpretable in S means - s subequivalence of - R and f is just the 
natural map assigning to each block of - s the block of - R containing it. 
As the name suggests R is freely interpretable in S if and only if each relation of R is 
defined by a quantifier-free formula built from = and (the predicate corresponding to) 
relations from R using standard logical connectives [8-10, 28]. Instead of formal 
definitions we consider a few transparent examples. For a binary relation let p* := 
{ (y, x): (x, y) E p} be the converse of p. The symmetric hull p * is freely interpretable in 
p. For example, let E := {0, ... , 3} and p = {(0, 2), (1, 2), (1, 3)} [Figure 3(a)]. The Hasse 
diagrams of A( p) and A( pup*) are shown in Figure 3(b, c) and the map f just collapses 
2 elements of A( p) on the 3rd level. 
Let (E, ~) be an order. The comparability graph of""'· the strict order <,the relation 
~, the betweeness ternary relation { ( x, y, z) E E: x ~ z ~ y or y ~ z ""' x} and the 'cycle­
order' {(x, y, z) E £ 3: x ~ y""' z or y""' z ~ x or z ~ x""' y} are all freely interpretable in~­
We conclude with two examples of ages of simple polyrelations. A degree of uniformity 
of R seems to be necessary for the understanding and reasonable description of the age. 
In the examples E is finite, E = {0, ... , e -1}. 
ExAMPLE 7.3. Let p := {(x, y) E E 2 : lx- Yl = 1} (undirected path with vertices 
0, 1, ... , e - 1). Clearly the type of p ~a is determined by its connected components. We 
can order their sizes in a sequence n= (n 1 , ••• , np) with n1 ;;;. • • ·;;;. nP ;;;.I. Since there is 
at least one element of E\a between two consecutive connected components, we have 
n := n1 + · · · + nP,;;;; e- p + 1. Here the number p of components satisfies p,;;;; e- p + 1, i.e. 
p,;;;; e" := l! ( e +1)J. For convenience we represent the order type by the integer sequence 
2 3 
i~i 
0 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
FIGURE 3. 
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n=(n1 , ••• ,n...) where n1 ;;;.· • ·;;;.np>np+t=· · ·=n... =O and n:;;;;e-p+1. Every cover 
of n is obtained by (a) merging two coordinates ni and ni into the new coordinate 
ni + nj + 1, (b) keeping all the other coordinates, (c) rearranging coordinates by order and 
(d) appending O's at the end. For e =8 the Hasse diagram is on Figure 4 where the 
element (nt. ... , nP, 0, ... , 0) is represented by n1 • • • nP. The age is not a lattice and its 
profile is unimodal but not symmetric. 
Let u := {(x, x + 1): x = 6, ... , e- 2}. It is easy to see that- P and therefore A( p) ==- (T 
A(u). 
FIGURE 4. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. Let .A:={(x,y)EE2:x=;;;y} (natural order) and R={.A,u}. Now the 
type of R ra is not only determined by its connected components but also by their order. 
Proceeding as in Example 8.3, we obtain that A(R) is isomorphic to the set of positive 
integer sequences n = (nt. ... , np) with n := n1 + · · · + nP:;;;; e- p + 1 where the covers of n 
are: 
(a) (nt.···,ni-t.ni+1,ni+t.···•nP) ifn=;;;e-p+1 (i=1, ... ,p)), 
(b) (nt. ... , ni-t.1, ni, ... , np) if n:;;;;e-p-1 (i= 1, ... ,p) and 
(d) (nt. ... , ni-t. ni + ni+t + 1, ni+2 , ••• , np) (i = 1, ... , p -1) Now trivially u Is freely 
interpretable in R and therefore Remark 8.2 may be applied. 
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